
  

Huon Yacht Club News 

By Jeremy Brown 

Twilight Series 1 Race 4 

Light winds and cold conditions greeted sailors for last week's twilight race. Black 

clouds loomed up from the west and turned into squally rain on the river, followed by 

short sunny periods. Light winds and very slow progress meant the starter had to 

shorten the race to one lap of course L (which took longer than three laps of the same 

course the week before). Three boats came out which meant everyone got a podium 

place.  

First was Jeff Sharp's Femme Fatale  finishing at 7:09 PM, followed  by Stan 

Pickering's Obsession six minutes later and Mick Bartlett's AGAP five minutes after 

that. 

Harbour Series Race 4 – Surges Bay 

There was a better turnout for the fourth race in the HYC Harbour Series with six 

boats starting out. Light and variable winds from the NE veering to NW (irregularly) 

meant spinnakers were useful on the downwind run, although the constant backing 

and veering of the wind made them hard to fill at times.There was a bit more breeze 

on the tack up 

river from 

Surges Bay 

back to 

Waterloo but  

lightening 

winds and the 

strong tidal rip 

combined with 

flow in the 

river from the 

recent rain 

made the  

  The Yoop enjoys the best wind of the day, albeit brief. 

journey to Hospital Bay pretty arduous. Spinnakers went up again on the downwind 



  

leg to Brabazon Point - the three race leaders rounded the buoy and just made it back 

to the HYC finish line before the wind disappeared altogether. Redback had a good 

lead over AGAP until she fell into a hole about 300 meters from the finish, doing a 

slow 360 turn as AGAP took the lead to win. The last three boats became victims of 

the dying wind off Brabazon Point and after a short period of drifting back down river 

at about two knots unanimously decided to retire. 

    Blue chases Blue as Obsession and Femme Fatale vie for the lead to Surges Bay 

AGAP took line honours and second place on corrected time. Femme Fatale was the 

race winner on corrected time with Dave O'Neill's Redback third. Obsession, The Yoop 

and Gem retired. Particularly unfortunate for The Yoop who had been performing very 

well coming back from Surges Bay, but there will be plenty more opportunities for her 

to have a crack at the podium. 

 

 

 

 

 



  

  Spinnaker start to Surges Bay Race, in very light wind. 

Coming up 

Next Thursday 3 December will be the last race of the first HYC twilight series and 2 

PM Saturday is the last race of the Harbour series.  The second race of the McLaren 

Series will be held on Sunday 13 December at 1:00 PM, and then a break until the 

third McLaren race on Sunday January 10. Please check the HYC web page at 

huonyachtclub.org for details. 


